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Mini Abstract. EOS biplane radiographs of 117 subjects between 20 and 83 years were analyzed to compute the 

upper body lever arm over the L1 vertebra and its impact on vertebral strength. Postural sagittal alignment 

alteration was observed with age and resulted in a greater lever arm causing vertebral strength to decrease. 

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to analyze the impact of postural alignment changes with age on vertebral 

strength using finite element analysis and barycentremetry. 

Methods. A total of 117 subjects from 20 to 83 years were divided in three age groups: young, (20 to 40 years, 

62 subjects), intermediate (40 to 60 years, 26 subjects) and elderly (60 years and over, 29 subjects). EOS biplane 

radiographs were acquired, allowing 3D reconstruction of the spine and body envelope as well as spinal, pelvic 

and sagittal alignment parameters measurements. A barycentremetry method allowed estimating of the mass and 

center of mass (CoM) position of the upper body above L1, relatively to the center of the L1 vertebra (lever arm). 

To investigate the effect of this lever arm, vertebral strength of a generic finite element models (with constant 

geometry and mechanical properties for all subjects) was successively computed applying the personalized lever 

arm of each subject.  

Results. A combination of an increase in thoracic kyphosis, cervical lordosis and pelvic tilt with a loss of lumbar 

lordosis was observed between the young and the older groups. Sagittal alignment parameters indicated a more 

forward position as age increased. The lever arm of the CoM above L1 varied from an average of 1 mm backward 

for the young group, to averages of 7 and 24 mm forward, respectively for the intermediate and elderly group. As 

a result, vertebral strength decreased from 2527 N for the young group to 1820 N for the elderly group.  

Conclusion. The global sagittal alignment modifications observed with age were consistent with the literature. 

Posture alteration with age reduced vertebral strength significantly in this simplified loading model. Postural 

alignment seems essential to be considered in the evaluation of osteoporotic patients.  
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Introduction 
Vertebral fragility fractures associated with osteoporosis are a major health problem, because they increase 

morbidity and mortality [1, 2]. A precise fracture risk estimation is a key factor to limit the negative consequences 

of those fractures and offer the appropriate treatment to the population at risk. Areal bone mineral density (aBMD) 

measurement with dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the reference technique to evaluate fracture risk, 

but its sensitivity is low [3, 4]. The conditions leading to vertebral fractures are complex and still to be explored. 

Depending on the studies, the causes of 27% to 38% fragility fractures are not identified [5, 6]. Other parameters 

than the aBMD can be taken into account to improve the fracture risk estimation. Recent studies showed that 

sagittal alignment could have an impact on vertebral fracture occurrence. Hu et al [7] showed a negative 

correlation between an alteration of the sagittal alignment and the quality of life. Also, an abnormal forward spinal 

inclination was found in subjects consulting for osteoporosis, even for those without vertebral fractures [8]. This 

inclination increases with age [9, 10], translating a tendency to have a more forward position in the elderly 

population. 

Finite element models (FEM) based on quantitative computer tomography (qCT) were developed to allow 

vertebral strength estimation with personalized mechanical properties and geometry. In brief, these models use 

the personalized geometry of a vertebra reconstructed from the CT-scan. The vertebra is then split into small 

elements, typically around 1 millimeter wide. Then each element is given specific mechanical laws depending on 

the volumetric BMD (vBMD) measured in this specific location in the vertebra. Then a compression force is 

simulated on the vertebral body to estimate its mechanical behavior and more specifically its strength. verterbral 

qCT-based FEM were validated with experimental data [11–13]. They are now used in clinical studies to evaluate 

strength changes following osteoporosis treatments [14]. Vertebral fracture incidence prediction accuracy through 

qCT based FEM was recently assessed. It was compared to aBMD and volumetric BMD measurements. The 

strength obtained through qCT based FEM showed to be more correlated to vertebral fracture incidence than 

aBMD values but equivalent to vBMD measurements [15]. Parameters taken into account by qCT based FEM 

might not be enough to fully predict fragility fractures. Indeed, the occurrence of a fracture depends as much on 

the strength of the bone as on the load that is applied to it. Subject-specific loading conditions could provide 

complementary information.  

Musculoskeletal models have been used to estimate spinal loads in subjects with spinal deformities. Briggs et al 

[16] indicated that subjects with hyperkyphosis could experience compressive loads 14% greater than subjects 

with lower kyphosis in a relaxed position. Compensatory mechanisms to prevent the gravity line from shifting 

forward can limit the phenomenon [17]. However, studies have shown that loading conditions on the spine were 

critical [18, 19]. A sensitivity study on loading conditions on finite element modelled vertebrae revealed that 

displacing the load application anteriorly by 1cm resulted in a decrease up to 60% of the vertebral strength [19]. 

In the upright position, loads on the vertebrae result from the balance between gravity loads due to the upper body 

weight and the forces of muscles surrounding the spine. The gravity loads supported by the intervertebral disks 

and the vertebral bodies depend on the mass and center of mass of the upper body segments, which results from 

the upper body shape and alignment [20]. Barycentremetry is a method to estimate the mass and center of mass 

of each body segment  [20]. It uses a combination of the three-dimensional body geometry reconstruction and 

body segment density estimation.  Recent models have allowed the computation of the whole body mass as well 

as the center of mass (CoM) position based on barycentremetry methods from biplanar X-Rays. First, the 

simultaneous acquisition of frontal and sagittal head to feet X-rays allows 3D reconstruction of the spine [21, 22] 

and body envelope [23] in the standing position. Then, density models for each body segment are used to estimate 

the mass and CoM of the body parts above a given vertebra [24].  

No study has yet combined FEM with barycentremetry to evaluate posture and morphology effect on potential 

vertebral fracture occurrence. The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of the aging process on sagittal 

alignment and on the forces applied on a vertebra, and therefore on its risk of fracture. We assume that 

morphological and postural modifications with age can be quantified and should be considered in the vertebral 

fracture risk prediction. 

Materials and methods 

Population inclusion criteria: 

Retrospective clinical data from previous studies were used. Subjects included were asymptomatic volunteers who 

had low dose bi-planar X-ray radiographs after approval by the Ethics Committee [Comité de Protection des 



Personnes CPP No 2010/113 and CPP No 06036]. The bi-planar X-ray images were obtained with the EOS system 

(EOS imaging, Paris, France) [25], a low dose system which can obtain simultaneously two head to feet 

radiographs in the frontal and the sagittal plan with two X-ray sources. Subjects had to stand in the standardized 

freestanding position [26] with hand resting either on the mandibles or on the clavicles and had to look horizontally. 

Clinical exams were performed to ensure that the subjects presented no symptomatic lower limb nor spine 

pathology that could affect the spinal alignment and patient with a frontal cobb angle more than 20° were excluded. 

In total, 117 subjects (59 males, 58 females, all Europeans) were included. The mean age was 43  (1SD = 19, min 

= 20, max=83). We divided the volunteers in three age groups: 62 young (32 males, 30 females, mean age = 27 , 

1SD =5, min = 20, max = 39), 26 intermediate (1 males, 12 females, mean age = 49, 1SD 6, min = 40, max = 59), 

and 29 elderly (13 males, 16 females, mean age = 70, 1SD = 5, min = 62, max = 83) subjects. The body mass 

index (BMI) was computed for the subjects of which the height and weight were available (90/117). 

3D reconstruction: 

The radiographs were processed to perform 3D reconstructions of the spine [22, 27], pelvis [21], odontoid process 

(OD) location and external body envelope [23], using validated methods. 

Radiographic parameters: 

Several parameters were measured on the 3D reconstruction to describe the sagittal spine alignment. 1/ Spinal 

curvatures: C3-C7 cervical curvature, T4-T12 thoracic kyphosis and L1-S1 lumbar lordosis. 2/ Pelvic parameters: 

pelvic incidence (PI), sacral slope (SS) and pelvic tilt (PT) [28]. 3/ Three global sagittal alignment parameters 

(figure 1): SVA, OD-HA sagittal angle and spinal inclination [OD-S1]. The.SVA (sagittal vertical axis) was 

defined as the sagittal distance between the center of C7 vertebral body and the posterior corner of the sacral 

superior endplate (figure 1a) [29]. The.OD-HA (middle of the centers of each acetabulum) angle was defined as 

the sagittal angle between the vertical and the line across OD-HA (figure 1b) [30]. The spinal inclination [OD-

S1], was defined as the angle between the vertical and the line of best fit across the following points: OD, all 

vertebral centroids between C3 and L5 and the center of the sacral superior endplate (figure 1c) [31]  

Barycentremetry: 

Estimation of the center of mass (CoM) above the vertebral level L1 was performed for each subject using 

barycentremetry from the EOS images, as described by Amabile et al [32]. The method is briefly reminded 

hereafter. The external body envelope was reconstructed using EOS images. Although the images were acquired 

with hands resting on the clavicle or on the mandibles, upper limbs were virtually placed in a neutral position 

along the body in the model to locate the CoM (figure 2a). Then, the body envelope was divided in body segments 

of which the volume and mass was computed using an improved Dempster Uniform density method [32]. The 

CoM of each body segment was then computed and used to compute the CoM of the whole body above the 

superior endplate of L1. 

The thoraco-lumbar junction, including the L1 level, is where most of the of vertebral fractures in osteoporotic 

subjects occurs [33, 34]. Therefore, we focused the study on the L1 vertebral level.  

This CoM is not necessarily vertically aligned with the L1 vertebra. The distance between the vertical line going 

through the CoM and the L1 vertebra creates a torque that adds up to the load on the vertebra, which is proportional 

to this distance times the magnitude of the force. This distance is called lever arm (or moment arm).It was defined 

as the horizontal distance between the upper body CoM and the center of the superior endplate of L1. It was 

measured in the lateral and anteroposterior directions. As the 3D orientation of the vertebra affects the ability of 

the vertebra to resist to applied strength, it also was reported in the axial, frontal and sagittal plane. 

Finite element analysis: 

To study the impact of the lever arm of the CoM, and the 3D orientation of the vertebra, a previously validated 

vertebral FEM was used [13]. In the current study, since no data was acquired to study bone mineral density on 

the subjects, we used three different models extracted from this previous study. To choose these models, three 

classes of vertebrae (weak, normal and strong) were made depending on their strength in anterior compression, 

and one vertebral model was chosen close to the center of each class. The weak vertebra had a vBMD of 86 

mg/cm3 and a strength of 1935 N, the normal vertebra had a vBMD of 86 mg/cm3 and a strength of 3229 N, and 

the strong vertebra had a vBMD of 190 mg/cm3 and a strength of 5091 N. The corresponding vBMD and elastic 

modulus of the three strength models are the following, weak: 71 mg/cm3, 192 MPa; normal: 86 mg/cm3, 240 

MPa; strong: 190 mg/cm3, 576 MPa. Those three vertebral models had their own geometry and material properties 



These three models were used to perform simulation for all subjects of the study. We personalized only the 

boundary conditions to match the 3D orientation of the subject’s L1 vertebra, and the lever arm of the upper body 

CoM. 

The finite element model is detailed in [13] and briefly described hereafter. Geometry of the vertebrae used for 

the model was obtained by a semi-automatic segmentation method [35] and a hexahedral mesh of the vertebrae 

was generated. Mechanical properties were linear elastic and were set for each element depending on the bone 

density measured in the corresponding voxels of the qCT-scan. 

Thin layers of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) bone cement were virtually added on the upper and lower 

vertebral endplates for parallelism to ensure uniform loading conditions. The orientation of the vertebral model 

was adjusted to match the orientation of the subject’s L1 vertebra. Lower nodes of the PMMA layer were 

constrained in all degree of freedom. A compressive load was applied to a node located at the position of the upper 

body center of mass of each subject and was joined by rigid elements to the upper PMMA layer (figure 2b).  

The simulations were run on ANSYS software (ANSYS Inc, Canonsburg, PA, USA). The failure criteria chosen 

to describe vertebral strength was set when a contiguous region of 1 mm3 of elements reached 1.5% deformation 

[35]. 

Load to strength ratio: 

To integrate the body mass variations, a load to strength ratio was also computed. The load resulted in the upper 

body mass above L1 as estimated by the barycentremetric model and the strength was the one computed using the 

personalized lever arm. Theoretically, when the ratio is higher than 1, the load exceeds bone strength and a fracture 

will occur. 

Data analysis: 

Normality of the data was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Differences between groups were 

evaluated with Student tests (in case of normality) and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests (otherwise).  

Results 

Clinical parameters and differences between groups: 

All the studied parameters followed a normal distribution, except for age. The results are presented in the table 1 

with mean (M) and standard deviation (SD).  

The BMI tended to increase with age and was significantly higher in the older group compared to the younger 

group. 

Regarding pelvic parameters, no significant changes in pelvic incidence with age were observed. Pelvic tilt 

increased significantly from 9.4 to 18° and sacral slope decreased significantly from 41.1 to 36.1° between the 

young and the elderly groups. 

Concerning spinal parameters, a significant loss of lumbar lordosis as well as a significant increase in the thoracic 

kyphosis and in the cervical curvature lordosis (indicated by the transition from a positive to a negative value) 

were observed between the young and the older groups.  

The sagittal alignment parameters (OD-HA sagittal angle, SVA, spinal inclination [OD-S1]) all showed a narrow 

range of variation between all age groups, but with a tendency to increase as age is higher. Significant differences 

between the young group and the elderly group were observed for the three parameters. However, significant 

differences between the young group and the intermediate group were only observed for the SVA and the spinal 

inclination [OD – S1]. 

L1 orientation and upper body CoM’s lever arm regarding L1: 

The axial and frontal orientation of L1 was not significantly different between the age groups, and close to zero 

degree. On the other hand, the sagittal orientation of L1 varied between the age groups (table 1 and figure 3). It 

was the highest in the intermediate group and decreased significantly for the elderly group, from 19° to 16°. 

The mean antero-posterior lever arm of the upper body CoM regarding L1 varied from 1 mm posteriorly for the 

young group, to 10 mm and 24 mm anteriorly for the intermediate and elderly groups respectively, with significant 

differences between each group (figure 4a), showing an anterior shift of the upper body CoM with age. The 



standard deviation for the antero-posterior lever arm was high among all age groups and was the highest for the 

intermediate group (20 mm).  

Using the mean and standard deviation values of the antero-posterior lever arm for the young group, a reference 

corridor was defined as values inside the following data range : [mean +/- 2*standard deviation]. It was observed 

that 23% of the intermediate and 48% of the elderly subjects had an abnormally high antero-posterior lever arm 

(above mean + 2*standard deviation). The lateral lever arm had a mean value of 2 mm to the left among all the 

subjects with a mean standard deviation of 7 mm. It was not significantly different between the age groups. 

Strength evolution with subject-specific boundary conditions: 

For the high, normal and low strength models, the computed strength with subject-specific boundary conditions 

was significantly lower in the elderly group than for the other age groups (figure 4b). For the normal strength 

model, the strength resulting from the variation of the lever arm among all the subjects ranged from 860 to 4066 

N. It represented a variation of 373% between the highest and the lowest highest value. A decrease by 28% and 

27% in vertebral strength was observed for the normal and the weak models between the young group and the 

elderly, from 2527 N to 1820 N and from 1622 N to 1183 N respectively. The loss was higher for the strong model 

(35%, from 3710 N to 2430 N). For all strength levels, the standard deviation was the highest in the intermediate 

group. 

The load to strength ratio was the lowest for the strong model vertebra with loading conditions of the young group 

and the highest for the weak model vertebra considering the elderly group loading conditions (figure 4c). For all 

vertebral strength levels, it was significantly higher in the elderly group than in the young group. For the normal 

vertebra, while a decrease of 28% of vertebral strength between those groups was observed, the load to strength 

ratio increased by 67%. In addition, whereas the strength of the normal vertebra was 8% lower in the intermediate 

group compared to the young group, the load to strength ratio raised up to 30% in those same groups. 

Discussion 
Vertebral fragility fractures are an increasing concern. Understanding how they occur is a critical issue for public 

health. The current standard for osteoporosis diagnosis is aBDM assessment by DXA. However, its vertebral 

fracture prediction accuracy is limited and DXA cannot be used to analyze sagittal alignment. In order to enhance 

fracture prediction accuracy, other parameters have to be included in the diagnosis of osteoporosis. This study 

aimed to investigate the direct link between sagittal alignment and vertebral strength estimation based on 

radiological data using barycentremetry and finite element analysis. 

Pelvic, spinal and sagittal alignment parameters of asymptomatic adults ranging from 20 to 83 years old were 

studied. A combination of an increase in the thoracic kyphosis as well as the cervical lordosis and a loss of lumbar 

lordosis was observed with aging, which is consistent with other studies [9, 10]. In addition, pelvic tilt was 

significantly higher in the elderly group than in the other two age groups. Pelvic retroversion and increase in 

cervical lordosis are compensatory mechanisms adopted to prevent the upper body from falling forward as the 

individuals grow older [10] and to maintain a horizontal gaze direction. Despite those mechanisms, a more forward 

posture was observed for each step of aging among the studied population. The OD-HA sagittal angle, the SVA 

and the spinal inclination [OD-S1] increased with age [7–10]. Head should remain above the pelvis in order to 

maintain equilibrium and lowest effort. Because of that, the OD-HA angle was proven to stay within a narrow 

range among a healthy population [10]. The main difference between the OD-HA sagittal angle and the spinal 

inclination [OD-S1] is the inclusion of the femoral heads, which results in the inclusion of the direct compensatory 

mechanism of the pelvis. 

Using barycentremetry, a validated method used to accurately estimate the position of body CoM [23], the location 

of the upper body CoM above L1 was computed. In this asymptomatic population, the lateral lever arm was always 

very close to zero. Between the young group and the elderly group, a shift of the antero-posterior lever arm of the 

upper body CoM from a negative to a positive value was observed, revealing a change from a backward to a 

forward position as age increases. It confirms the postural changes observed through the clinical parameters. 

Although compensatory mechanisms allowed keeping the odontoid over the axis of the femoral head relatively 

well, they did not keep the CoM of the upper body strictly over the L1 vertebra. Among the intermediate group, 

the dispersion of the upper body CoM location was higher than in the other two age groups. The transition phase 

of aging could be inside this age group, which might explain those results. 



We used a finite element model to study how variations in the lever arm of the upper body CoM affected vertebral 

strength, using three vertebral models with different intrinsic strength. Those vertebral models were chosen to 

represent the variety of vertebral strength for the whole age spectrum. To confirm this and compare our results to 

the literature, uniaxial loading was also simulated for these three vertebral models (data not shown). When 

compared to Bouxsein et al [36] who estimated vertebral strength for young and older subjects, the strength models 

chosen in the current study are consistent. The normal strength and strong models (4334 – 7013 N) of our study 

are close to the young population’s strength (5366 – 6572 N) [36]. In addition, the weak and normal strength 

models (3256 – 4334 N) are similar to the older population’s vertebral strength (3464 – 4966 N) [36]. In our study, 

for the same strength model, a variation of an average of 30% in the strength was observed resulting from the 

lever arm modifications related to the aging process only. We thus showed that apart from the intrinsic strength, 

an apparent strength including posture is altered by modifications with age and might be relevant to consider. 

The load to strength ratio was computed to take into account morphological differences. In a standing position, 

when simulating a young individual (combining the normal and high strength level vertebrae and the loading 

conditions corresponding to the young group), the calculated ratio ranges from 0.07 to 0.1, which is consistent 

with the ratios observed [36] for a population with comparable age. When an alteration of the posture was included 

(elderly group), translated by a shift of the antero-posterior lever arm, the ratio could be up to 1.7 times higher. 

Our study offers a method to integrate those elements and refine vertebral strength estimation for critical 

populations.  

This study presents some limitations. First, the geometry and mechanical properties were fixed. Promising results 

have been presented to estimate the material properties of the vertebra with biplanar radiography [13], and could 

be used in future studies. However, keeping unique models with identified strength levels was useful to highlight 

the effects of postural changes with age on vertebral strength independently of already observed changes in 

geometry or mechanical properties with age [37, 38]. In addition, muscle forces were not taken into account in 

the load estimation, only gravity loads were computed. In the standing position, for asymptomatic individuals, the 

subject is supposedly in an effortless position, which could indicate that the muscles forces are low. Also, the 

results obtained with this simplified model are consistent with the literature [36]. Finally, although the results 

were obtained on a fair sample size, it is a cross sectional-study, and a larger longitudinal set of data is needed to 

understand when the changes occur. An ulterior prospective study could be particularly interesting to assess the 

link between vertebral fracture occurrence and the current results. 

In conclusion, we proposed a method to introduce in vivo loading into vertebral fracture risk assessment. The 

results confirmed that posture is different among older population and we were able to quantify and illustrate how 

those differences would affect vertebral strength. Further studies are needed to validate our observations, but those 

preliminary results indicate the importance of sagittal alignment when screening patients for osteoporosis. This 

study is a further step to reach a fully personalized finite element analysis for the evaluation of vertebral strength 

and fracture risk, including both personalized strength and personalized load.  

Figures 

Table 1 Results of the measurements of the spinal, pelvic and postural alignment parameters (*** = p<0.001, **=p<0.01, 

*=p<0.05), M mean, SD standard deviation, ns non-significant, Y young, I intermediate, E elderly 

Fig 1 Sagittal alignment parameters, (a) SVA (mm) (post. Posterior, sup. Superior), (b) OD-HA sagittal angle (°), (c) Spinal 

inclination [OD-S1] (°) 

Fig 2 (a) Example of the reconstructed body envelope used to compute the upper body CoM above L1, segments in yellow 

are included in the computation (arms were place along the body for the CoM computation), the CoM and its vertical line are 

located on the envelope, as well as the subject’s L1 vertebra, (b) example of the personalized loading conditions of the 

normal strength level vertebral model and the CoM location 

Fig 3 Average sagittal L1 orientation and antero-posterior lever arm of the upper body CoM above L1 against the normal 

strength vertebral model 

Fig 4 (a) Antero-posterior distance (mean and 1*SD) between the upper body CoM above L1 and the center of L1, (b) 

computed strength (mean and 1*SD) and (c) load to strength ratio (mean and 1*SD) resulting from the personalization of 

boundary conditions specific to the upper body CoM of the three FEM of L1 vertebra with identified strength level: weak 

(1900 N), normal (3200 N), and strong (5000 N) for 117 subjects divided in three age groups. Results of statistical tests to 

assess differences between the groups (*** = p<0.001, *=p<0.05) 
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Young
(N= 62)

Intermediate
(N = 26)

Elderly 
(N= 29)

p-value

Parameters M (1*SD) M (1*SD) M (1*SD) Y vs I Y vs E I vs E

Age (years) 27 (5) 49 (7) 70 (5) - - -

BMI 23 (3) 24 (3) 26 (3) 0.11 ** 0.06

Spinal parameters

C3C7 curvature (°) 4.7 (10.3) -2.9 (8.2) -4.5 (12.4) *** ** 0.57

T4-T12 thoracic kyphosis (°) 34.9 (11.4) 39.4 (9.5) 40.4 (10.8) 0.06 * 0.71

L1-S1 lumbar lordosis (°) 57.9 (11.8) 54.6 (9) 50.3 (12.4) 0.16 ** 0.14

L1 sagittal orientation (°) -18.3 (5.4) -19.3 (5.2) -15.7 (6.1) 0.45 0.06 *

Pelvic parameters

PI (°) 50.1 (10.9) 53.1 (8.9) 53.8 (12.4) 0.19 0.18 0.8

SS (°) 41.1 (8.7) 37.3 (6.9) 36.1 (9.3) 0.07 * 0.57

PT (°) 9.1 (6.3) 15.8 (4.6) 17.8 (7.9) *** *** 0.26

Global sagittalalignment

OD-HA sagittal angle (°) -2.0 (1.9) -1.7 (2.4) 0.4 (2.8) 0.49 *** **

SVA (cm) -1.5(2.2) 0.2(2.6) 2.2(2.6) ** *** **

Spinal inclination [OD-S1] (°) -2.9 (2.6) -0.9 (3.5) 1.9 (3.5) * *** **
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